Vehicle Requirements
Fully Equipped Rally Vehicles:


























A tripmeter (rally computer) that reads to one-hundredth of a kilometre e.g. Halda, Terratrip or similar. (GPS Apps may also
be used if required). Compulsory
Fire Extinguisher (needs to meet with Australian Standards) easily accessible and firmly mounted. No more than 2 years old
or at least checked and certified within that time. Compulsory
A minimum 5 litres of drinking water. Compulsory
A good quality Snatchem Strap (not tow rope or chain). Compulsory
Mud flaps or stout material for each driving wheel (mud flaps must be at least 100mm off the ground when vehicle is fully
loaded). Compulsory
If your vehicle cannot cover 400kms between fuel stops under rally conditions, sufficient fuel must be carried in one or more
20 litre fuel containers (meeting with Australian Standards). Compulsory
UHF Radio. Fitted and in working order. Compulsory
A large amber rotating light (approx 75 watt), on the roof of the vehicle, for use in dusty conditions. Must be unobstructed
and easily visible from the rear (strobe lights will not be allowed under any circumstances). Compulsory.
Sleeping gear (minimum sleeping bag for each krew member). Compulsory.
Seat belts must be fitted to the vehicle for each krew member and worn at all times. Full harness seat belts are Highly
Recommended.
A centrally mounted tow ball is COMPULSORY for the front of the vehicle in case of breakdowns. Must not protrude from
the front of the vehicle, hence the tongue & ball may be unbolted and stored in the boot. D-shackles (rated equal to 3½
tonne) are now compulsory when using snatch straps. Securely mounted (safety rated) rear towing point is also Compulsory
A blue triangle sticker locating the battery position (approximately 50mm). Compulsory
Cargo Barrier (or secure load). Compulsory
First Aid Kit. Needs to meet with Aust Standards. Compulsory
Two reflective triangles. Compulsory
De-Ditching shovel. Safely stored. Compulsory
Laminated windscreen. Compulsory
Sump guard. Compulsory
A reliable watch/clock. Compulsory
A space of at least 800mm x 450mm must be kept clear on each front door, or an area approved by the organisers, for the
official door decals supplied by Kidney Health Australia. Compulsory. NO decals of any other event are to be displayed on
Kidney Kar Rally vehicles.
A Hema Australia Road Atlas (B4 size – includes 4WD section). Compulsory
A 4-point roll cage may be fitted should you feel it will increase the safety aspect of your vehicle.
An Engineer’s Certificate for NSW registered vehicles, or equivalent for vehicles registered in other states, for any major
modification made to the vehicle, including a roll cage. For more information, contact your State Motor Registry Office.
Compulsory
Garbage Bags for rubbish. Compulsory
Minimum Third Party Property (Vehicle) Insurance. Compulsory

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
RALLY:
KRUISE:

These kars compete in the rally section and follow the rally course that has been set by the organisers.
These kars stay on the better roads, bitumen where possible, and meet up with everyone for meals and overnight stops.
Kruise kars CANNOT travel through the rally course at any time.
BACK-UP: These kars are optional and can be nominated by a rally entrant to travel as their support vehicle. Back-ups are allowed to
travel through the rally course, but ONLY at the back of the field with the Sweep Vehicles, or use the Kruise course. *
* (Failure to follow this rule will cause the nominating rally kar to incur penalty points for each violation).

Back-Up/Kruise/Official Vehicles:


















Fire Extinguisher (needs to meet with
Australian Standards) easily
accessible and firmly mounted. No
more than 2 years old or at least
checked and certified within that
time. Compulsory
A minimum 5 litres of drinking water.
Compulsory
A Snatchem Strap (not tow rope or
chain). Compulsory
De-Ditching Shovel. Compulsory
UHF Radio. Fitted and in working
order. Compulsory
Large amber rotating light (approx 75
watt) on the roof of the vehicle (must
be unobstructed and easily visible
from the rear). Compulsory.
A space of at least 800mm x 450mm
must be kept clear on each front door,
or an area approved by the organisers,
for the official door decals supplied by
Kidney Health Australia. Compulsory.
NO decals of any other event are to
be displayed on Kidney Kar Rally
vehicles.
First Aid Kit (needs to meet Australian
standards). Compulsory
Hema Australia Road Atlas (B4 size includes 4WD section). Compulsory
Speedo, or trip metre, that reads to at
least one-tenth of a kilometre. Highly
Recommended. Rally computers e.g.
Halda or Terratrip, that read to onehundredth of a kilometre, are optional.
GPS Apps may be used if required.
Minimum Third Party Property
(Vehicle) Insurance. Compulsory.
Sufficient fuel should be carried to
cover at least 400kms. A 20 litre fuel
container (meeting with Australian
Standards) is Highly Recommended.

